
CELEBRITY EDGE CLASS  DINING QUICK FACTS 

MAIN DINING CONCEPT    
Celebrity Edge® offers not one but FOUR complimentary main 

restaurants—Normandie, Tuscan, Cosmopolitan, and Cyprus. Every 
restaurant features the same mouthwatering menu that changes 
nightly – plus its own ambience, along with a selection of exclusive, 

regionally inspired dishes and drinks.

TRADITIONAL DINING   
EARLY: 6:00 PM    LATE: 8:30 PM 
Same Table, Restaurant, Waiter throughout sailing
• Pre-Cruise venue preference is not available
• Guest is advised on Day 1 in their stateroom with their 

dining venue and table assignment
• Guest may request to dine at another main restaurant

once onboard - based upon availability

CELEBRITY SELECT DINING PLUS
6:00 PM – 9:30 PM
Flexible Dining Venues and Times
• Option to dine when and where guests would like
• Pre-Cruise reservations for venue and time preference for each day are 

highly recommended via Cruise Planner or PCP
• Walk-in’s permitted any time during operating hours - based upon 

availability

VENUE CUISINE LOCATION CAPACITY SQ.FT. ATTIRE BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER
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COSMOPOLITAN
Global Contemporary with 

American
Deck 4 346 7,384 Smart Casual ●

●
(At Sea)

●

CYPRUS
Global Contemporary with 

Mediterranean
Deck 4 342 7,180 Smart Casual ●

TUSCAN
Global Contemporary with 

Southern Italian
Deck 3 344 6,997 Smart Casual ●

NORMANDIE
Global Contemporary with  

Contemporary French
Deck 3 346 6,566 Smart Casual ●
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Y EDEN CAFÉ

Quick 
Service

Deck 5
191 Inside

40 Outdoor
1,281 Casual ● ●

OCEANVIEW CAFÉ Global Deck 14
712 Inside

114 Outside
25,080 Casual ● ● ●

THE SPA CAFÉ 
& JUICE BAR

Healthy Snacks & Juices Deck 14 35 Casual ● ●

MAST GRILL
Grilled Hamburgers 

and hot dogs
Deck 14 30 Casual ●
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E BLU Clean Cuisine Deck 5
126 Inside
22 Outside

2,885 Smart Casual ● ●

LUMINAE AT THE 
RETREAT

Modern
Eclectic

Deck 12 172 4,312 Smart Casual ●
●

(At Sea)
●
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LE GRAND BISTRO French Deck 4
72 Inside

18 Terrace
2,260 Casual

●
$10

●
$20

●
Terrace Area 

a la Carte

LE PETIT CHEFTM

AND FRIENDS
(LE GRAND BISTRO)

Le Petit Chef
Le Grand 

Bistro
Deck 4

72 Smart Casual

●
$55

Two seatings 
per night

FINE CUT 
STEAKHOUSE

American Steakhouse Deck 5
90 Inside

32 Outside
3,165 Smart Casual

●
$55

EDEN RESTAURANT
Contemporary 

Fine Dining
Deck 4 84 3,660 Smart Casual

●
$65

RAW ON 5
Seafood / 
Raw Bar

Deck 5 64 1,720 Smart Casual
●

a la Carte

●
a la Carte

MAGIC CARPET
Seafood / 

Raw Bar / Lounge

Deck 5
(Lunch)
Deck 16
(Dinner)

79

2,669 
(Lunch)
1,830 

(Dinner)

Casual
●

a la Carte

●
a la Carte

When not serving 
Dinner on the Edge

DINNER ON 
THE EDGE

(MAGIC CARPET)

Locally Inspired
Magic 
Carpet

Deck 16
79 1,830 Casual

●
$75

Select Nights

ROOFTOP 

GARDEN GRILL

American 
BBQ

Deck 15 56 1,530 Casual
●

$25
●

$45

VENUE BREAKFAST (PORT) BREAKFAST (SEA) LUNCH (PORT) LUNCH (SEA) DINNER

COSMOPOLITAN 

MAIN RESTAURANT
7:30 AM – 9:00 AM 8:00 AM – 9:30 AM N/A 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM

EARLY    6:00 PM
LATE      8:30 PM
SELECT  6:00 PM – 9:30 PM

CYPRUS, TUSCAN & 

NORMANDIE

MAIN RESTAURANTS

N/A N/A N/A N/A
EARLY    6:00 PM
LATE      8:30 PM
SELECT  6:00 PM – 9:30 PM

OCEANVIEW CAFÉ 6:30 AM – 11:30 AM 6:30 AM – 11:30 AM 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM 6:00 PM – 9:30 PM

SPECIALTY RESTAURANTS N/A N/A N/A 12:00 PM – 1:30 PM 6:00 PM – 10:00 PM

EDEN CAFÉ

& GRAND PLAZA CAFÉ
7:00 AM – 9:30 AM 7:30 AM – 10:30 AM 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM 12:00 PM – 2:30 PM N/A
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CELEBRITY EDGE CULINARY
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COSMPOLITAN
AMERICAN 
AMBIANCE

MAIN DINING OVERVIEW
TALK TRACK

Celebrity Edge® offers not one but 
FOUR complimentary main 

restaurants—Normandie, Tuscan, 
Cosmopolitan, and Cyprus. Every 

restaurant features the same 
mouthwatering menu that changes 

nightly – plus its own ambience, 
along with a selection of exclusive, 

regionally inspired dishes and 
drinks.

TRADITIONAL TALK TRACK
We may have reinvented the main 

restaurant experience, but we 
haven’t changed the way you plan 

your dining in our new main 
restaurants. You can still choose 

traditional early or late seating for 
your dining times, which allows 
you to enjoy dinner at the same 
table with the same waiter every 
evening. You’ll be assigned one of 
the four main dining restaurants, 
while having the option to dine in 

the other three upon request.

SELECT DINING PLUS TALK TRACK
On Celebrity Edge, we continue to 
offer our Select Dining option, but 

because you now have four 
restaurants to choose from, we’ve 
renamed it Select Dining Plus. This 

option allows you to dine when and 
where you’d like each evening. You 
can make reservations in any of the 

four restaurants, if you know you want 
to eat at a specific time and restaurant. 
How you plan your evening meals is, as 

always, up to you.

CYPRUS
MEDITERRANEAN 

AMBIANCE

TUSCAN
SOUTHERN 

ITALIAN
AMBIANCE

NORMANDIE
CONTEMPORARY 

FRENCH
AMBIANCE
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OCEANVIEW CAFÉ
An improved signature fleet favorite that has added a bakery and Asian stir fry station to complement the pizza, grill and beverage 
areas.

EDEN CAFÉ
Eden Café offers a wide variety of morning beverages and casual culinary bites.  Choose from a variety of items, including salads and 
incredible assortment of sandwiches and paninis. Whichever meal you’re enjoying at Eden Café, just steps away on either side of Eden 
are two areas of outdoor seating where you can enjoy your meal al fresco.

THE SPA 

& JUICE BAR

A creative take on healthy fare, featuring flavorful and good for you snacks such as homemade granola bars.  This venue will feature 
cold pressed juices with big flavors that are healthy for you and promote an alkaline environment in your body.

MAST GRILL Gourmet food poolside. Enjoy delicious eats while you relax in the sun. 
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LUMINAE 

AT THE RETREAT

Dining on Celebrity Edge℠ is an exclusive affair for our Suite Class guests with access to a private restaurant, Luminae at The Retreat, 
the highest-rated restaurant in our fleet. Luminae is sumptuously designed by Kelly Hoppen and features menus that change daily and 
are not available in any other restaurant on board.

BLU
AquaClass® guests will enjoy the exclusive restaurant featuring vibrant, crisp flavors and clean cuisine complemented by an extensive 
list of sustainable and biodynamic wines. Everything here is undeniably delicious. Pair all of that with personalized service, inviting 
surroundings, and natural light, and you have the fresh and bold experience of Blu.
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FINE CUT 

STEAKHOUSE

Discover this upscale dining experience for dinner with service that’s elevated to an art form and a space that’s warm and inviting with 
a glamorous palette of rich ruby, amber, and gold design elements. While the design creates an ambience of sophistication, the cuisine 
offers up the sizzle—literally. With a wide selection of the choicest cuts of meat to the freshest, premium seafood, there’s something 
here for everyone.

LE GRAND BISTRO
Inspired by classic French bistros, the mouthwatering sights, scents, and sounds of a bustling boulangerie patisserie will excite you 
almost as much as the food itself. The ambience changes from morning to evening, and you have seating options that range from the 
planter-edged sidewalk to the inner café with stunning views of the sea. So, every time you eat here, it’s a whole new experience.

LE PETIT CHEFTM

(LE GRAND BISTRO)

Using innovative technology created by Skullmapping and presented by TableMation Studios, we’re bringing your tabletop to life in Le 
Grand Bistro with Le Petit Chef—an animated character who appears beside your plate and prepares each course you’ll be enjoying 
right in front of you before you’re served the actual dish. It’s an immersive, mind-blowing fusion of entertainment and dining like 
nothing you’ve experienced before. Two seating times per night.  Not participating in the Dining Package.

RAW ON 5

Using both raw and refined elements with earth tones, pearlescent accents, and natural textures, we’ve created a sophisticated yet 
approachable restaurant. The dramatic raw bar display at the entrance showcases an abundance of oysters, crab, and lobsters to 
choose from. The menu, also available at the Magic Carpet when positioned on deck 5, will feature more casual offerings like Shrimp 
Salad, our signature Lobster Roll and sushi and sashimi prepared by our expert sushi chefs.

MAGIC CARPET
When on Deck 5, Magic Carpet is an open-air extension of Raw on 5. Here you’ll find an airy, casual seafood restaurant offering select 
Raw on 5 favorites as well as its own unique menu. When these two restaurants meet, it’s the perfect pairing for an unforgettable al 
fresco dining experience as you glide over the glistening water below.  Reserve once onboard.  

DINNER ON 

THE EDGE

(MAGIC CARPET)

Get ready for a unique, al fresco culinary journey that satisfies your taste buds, your eyes, and your sense of wonder all at the same 
time. As the Magic Carpet makes its way up the side of the ship, it reaches the very top level (there isn’t even a deck here, which makes 
it even more thrilling), where it becomes an extraordinary sky-high where we host an exhilarating and mouthwatering experience we 
call Dinner on the Edge. Available on select nights.  Reserve once onboard. Not participating in the Dining Package.

ROOFTOP 

GARDEN GRILL

Whether enjoying lunch or dining under the stars, the Rooftop Garden Grill is nestled perfectly in its own delicious corner of the 
Rooftop Garden. Discover the ultimate in outdoor eateries where you’re surrounded by the open sky and the most incredible ocean 
views around while you savor gourmet backyard BBQ favorites. 

EDEN 

RESTAURANT

Enter a place where dining is taken to new and exciting places.Eden restaurant features a lively, open air kitchen 
and menus that deliver sensory experiences dishes served by performance artists we call Edenists.
Here, you’ll let your inhibitions go and set your senses free with innovatively mouthwatering specialties inspired by nature.

CELEBRITY EDGE CLASS DINING TALKING POINTS
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